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Assignment 1 / Project Rationale / Reviewed  

Biomimetics of Colour: Visual Tools to Facilitate Access to Scientific 
Information on Natural Structural Colour for Biomimetic Implementation 

  
This rationale provides the context for a design proposal that focuses on a rich prospect browsing 
interface system, and synthetizes the progress made on the subject chosen for my doctoral 
research on biomimetics and structural colour (StrC). It also describes the steps to be covered by 
this independent study and future thesis work. The focus of this independent study is to prepare 
the terrain for a final study on facilitating and disseminating scientific knowledge on StrcC for 
design purposes. 
 I divided this rationale in five sections: Overview, Research Questions, Design Proposal, 
Other Parts of the Study, and Definitions. 
 
 
1. Overview: What is Biomimetic Design? What is Structural Colour?  
 
Many designers and researchers suggest that the standards we use to design objects, artifacts, 
built environments, places and whole systems have become unsustainable (Capra; Bateson; Orr; 
McDonough; Boenhert; Diegel, Reay et al., Montana-Hoyos, among others). They claim that 
design disciplines are in need of better models to follow in order to contribute to sustainable 
futures. This is an opportunity for designers to innovate and look for alternative responses to 
such challenge. In this context, Biomimicry or Biomimetics (from bios, meaning life, and 
mimesis, meaning to imitate) is an emerging multidisciplinary field that provides successful and 
time-tested models of design for sustainability: those found in Biomimicry’s life-principles.1 
After 3.8 billion years of evolution, life on earth is proof of the most resilient and sustainable 
strategies to solve all the problems humans have tried to address (Benyus, 1997). Biomimicry 
studies “nature’s best ideas” and then emulates them to address human problems by design (ibid, 
1997). 
 
As a visual communication designer, I am interested in the nature of light, vision and colour 
from a biomimetic perspective, in particular the phenomenon of structural colour. In Physics this 
is described as “light interference” or colour without pigments. In many observed species 
structural colour solutions are achieved by adding “information” to material surfaces at the nano-
scale. 
 Observing colours in nature leads to interesting questions such as:  
                                                
1 The Biomimicry methodology proposes ‘Life’s Principles’ as the design lessons to learn from nature. Based on the recognition 
that Life on Earth is interconnected and interdependent, and subject to the same set of operating conditions, Life has evolved a set 
of strategies that have sustained over 3.8 billion years. Life’s Principles represent these overarching patterns found amongst the 
species surviving and thriving on Earth. Life integrates and optimizes these strategies to create conditions conducive to life.  
(http://biomimicry.net/about/biomimicry/biomimicry-designlens/lifes-principles) 
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What is the purpose of colour in life forms?  
What strategies in nature take advantage of the ability to read colour and why?  
 
Designers interested in biomimetics may ask more specific questions. From a “Biology to 
Design,” reverse-engineering approach:  
What specific design problems can be addressed by mimicking colour strategies observed in 
nature?  
From a “Design to Biology,” problem-solving approach:  
What colour strategies can be mimicked from nature to be applied in solving identified design 
problems? 
  
In previous coursework (HECOL 571, 2015; HECOL 662, 2014) my research has involved 
exploring  the essential mechanisms of structural colour in nature’s life-forms –among them 1D 
Diffraction Gratings, 2D Multilayer Reflectors, and 3D Photonic Crystals, the ways these 
mechanisms and structures are combined to create colour and the strategies implemented by 
several species when using them, as well as some case-studies of biomimetic experimentation 
and implementation on materials and products through the scientific and technological literature 
available.2 In the process of examining available scientific literature and after discussing the 
subject with scientists and designers, I have observed important limitations I will describe in the 
next section. Such limitations may occur due to the lack of exchanges between disciplines and 
different perspectives on the subject of structural colour. This caveat may affect the accessibility 
to reliable information for both biologists and designers. Moreover the effectiveness of existing 
information presented in language rooted in hard sciences may further limit access for design 
inspiration and implementation from those working outside these fields. This discovery made me 
reflect on the possible outcomes of my research. I could approach my work on structural colour 
from two different angles: implementation and facilitation. I can continue studying how 
biomimicry of colour is being applied, however implementation cannot be clearly envisioned at 
the early stages of such exploration. If it can, it may be explored in a speculative manner 
(imaging future design products). Even so, most important recent discoveries in science and 
technology didn't have a clear application at the time they were first presented. As a result 
speculative ideas may also be present in my future research as a means to suggest possible 
structural colour uses. This being said, I have chosen to focus my HECOL 501 research on the 
second angle, to attempt facilitating access to reliable scientific information for those working 
and researching biomimicry of colour. 
 
2. Research Question/s  
 

                                                
2 For more details see the document 4.0_Literature final-rev.docx 
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There are three main limitations I have observed on the dissemination and implementation of 
structural colour in biomimetic design: 

1- There is limited understanding of colour strategies in nature among scientists. While there 
is extensive information available to explain how the phenomenon of colour works from 
physics, how colours and perception are linked together, and how the physiology of 
species has evolved to perceive colour, the explanations for why species evolved to 
achieve and manipulate colour remain incomplete or inconclusive from the sciences. This 
limitation prevents biomimetic designers to completely understand and mimic natural 
behavior when applying colour, which can lead to superficial biomimetic 
implementation, e.g.: applying iridescent colours to materials for aesthetic purposes only, 
while the original purpose of a species to achieve iridescence could be much more 
relevant, such as signaling, attraction (aposematism), camouflage (crypsis), etc.  

2-  The scientific information available is fragmented, disconnected, and lacks of a common 
language to reach wider audiences (such as designers). While there is a rising demand 
from designers interested  in biomimetics on accessing scientific information on colour 
more effectively, as well as a need from the scientific community to materialize their 
research into tangible outcomes, the work done on facilitating the sharing of this 
knowledge seems little and ineffective. This may be consequence of the 
compartimentation of disciplines, lack of integration and transdisciplinary work on the 
subject of structural colour. 

3-  Perhaps as a consequence of the other two limitations, there is a relatively small number of 
design solutions applied and available for research, such as case studies, prototypes and 
final products based on mimicking colour function and manipulation inspired in life-
forms. Additionally, available resources to retrieve information, such as AskNature.org, 
only offer a limited number of known cases. 

  
These limitations invite to more exploration, to ask what else can be learned or is waiting to be 
discovered from nature that would bring new clues on creating, manipulating and using colour, 
and in what ways this knowledge can be shared effectively with a broader audience interested in 
the subject. My doctoral quest will be focused on such premises. 
 Thus, one main research question is:  
How can available scientific information/ knowledge on structural colour be more accessible 
to biomimetic practitioners? 
 Subsequent questions for testing a proposal could be: 
Are these solutions (the ones I may propose) enabling, expanding, facilitating and simplifying 
the access for designers to reliable scientific information on structural colour? 
Are these solutions affecting designers’ perception, interest and inspiration on biomimicry and 
biomimetics and biomimetics of colour? Can this effect be measured overtime through 
biomimetic case studies? Can it be measured through scholastic and educational use? 
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  I shall provide dynamic tools to facilitate the access to available knowledge on structural 
colour in nature and may fill communication gaps between scientists and designers involved in 
current biomimetic projects, as well as inspire new ones. My future research could address these 
and other subsequent questions. 
 
 
3. Design Proposal: DTSC –A dynamic visual taxonomy interface and additional digital tools for 
the study and implementation of structural colour 
 
A Dynamic Taxonomy proposes the rigor of taxonomic information (de Hoog, G. S., 1981) 
combined with the flexibility, interactivity and visual effectiveness Rich Prospect Browsing 
(Ruecker et al., 2011). This approach is based on mixed methodologies: scientific taxa and 
systematics, information design and data-visualization strategies, and data-mining access and 
data-analysis methods. 
 Such Dynamic Taxonomy would provide access to reliable scientific information on 
structural colour organized by levels of relevance: hierarchies, items, facets and details, and 
would allow the user to group, discriminate and customize the information retrieved in a flexible 
manner. The DTSC –Dynamic Taxonomy on Structural Colour– will be an intuitive system 
integrated by a main interface (or homepage) and additional features (widgets) that provides 
extended information on the data explored. This system will be fed by a taxonomic database in 
the backend, which will be built on accessing relevant repositories and reliable sources of 
scientific information (e.g. NEOS Library Systems, Open source, iNaturalist.org, 
WebOfScience.org, etc.) 
 

 
Figure 1 Diagram of DTSC system proposal 
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3.1 DTSC interface / sections and components  
  
 a) Taxonomical visible components: Kingdom, Pyllum, Class, Order, Family, Species 
 b) Service components: Search, Edit/Contribute overlay functions 
 c) Information components: Scientific name + common name, Silhouette, Photograph and 
 video minigallery, StrC mechanism, Tunability, Visible hue, Iridescence, Invisible signals, 
 Presumable functions, Geography, Ecosystem 
 d) Widgets: Phylogeny of StrC, Homology + Additional imaging for selected item, 
 Timeline of evolutionary disruptions, Map of Research entries, authors and institutions. 
 
3.2 Access to content and image repositories 
 
Accessing reliable content is a vital element of the database. Through the evaluation of different 
methods of accessing information such as data and text analysis and data-mining, I will be able 
to determine what tools and resources I may need to access the necessary data and metadata from 
scientific and non-scientific repositories. The information needed includes: 

- Illustrations, diagrams, photographs and video materials (scientific and non-scientific) 
- Identification of species with StrC (from scientific texts and databases) 
- Taxonomic information of cases with StrC (from scientific texts and databases) 
- Scientific information on StrC for specific items (from scientific texts and databases) 
- Additional information of cases with StrC, geography, ecosystems (scientific and non 

scientific) 
- Information on research sources (from library systems databases) 
 

The search for adequate repositories can be extensive and progressive. An initial list of 
repositories may include: 

[Scientific] 
- Library Systems (NEOS) 
- Web of Science 
- Elsevier Data Search 
- Tree of Life 
[open sources] 
- Encyclopedia of Life 
- iNaturalist 
- AskNature 
- Citizen Science DBs (e.g. NatureLynx) 
- Research Gate 
- Academia.edu 
[non-scientific open sources] 
- Google Images 
- Flickr 
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- Pinterest 
- Instagram 

 
3.3 Data analysis, text analysis and data-mining methods 
 Rich Prospect Browsing interfaces display visual representations of items from a given 
collection, combined with tools for manipulating such collection (Ruecker et al, 2011). In the 
DTSC these items are taxonomic entries collected from external databases or repositories (library 
systems, scientific archives, etc.) to a local database or backend. The methods used to search and 
find items, and collect their metadata from repositories are Data and Text Analysis. Through 
Data Analysis information and metadata available in repositories can be inspected, and selected 
according to its relevance. Text Analysis provides ways to reorganize findings according to 
given parameters. The resulted datasets derived of analysis tools can be quite large to process. 
With Data Mining tools these large datasets can reveal patterns and key clusters of valuable 
information. All these methods are proven to be successful in computing science and digital 
humanities. The combination of these three strategies may provide the necessary means to collect 
reliable information for DTSC. My work when building the first prototype will be guided by 
experts in these areas, such as Dr. Stroulia and MCSc Omar Rodriguez from Computing 
Sciences, University of Alberta. 
 
3.4 Database characteristics 
 The rich and extensive information collected as a result of data and text analysis methods 
may build a significant database overtime, relevant in size and complexity. Such database should 
be built on strong foundations, and be initially hosted by the University of Alberta, which may 
offer a reliable and safe space for students’ online prototyping or beta versions. Other scientific 
organizations may be interested in hosting the interface in the future, if the DTSC can be built for 
real use. This project may need a sustainable collaboration from the Computing Sciences and the 
Information and Library Studies programs. In addition to the advisors from Computing Sciences 
I may also consult Dr. Shiri, ILS –Information and Library Sciences, Univ. of Alberta, expert in 
accessing and administrating complex data from large repositories. 
 
3.5 Widgets  
The DTSC system proposes four additional visual tools, offering additional features to the 
findings obtained in the main interface.  

a) Phylogeny of StrC,  
b) Homology + Additional imaging for selected item,   
c) Timeline of evolutionary disruptions,  
d) Map of Research entries, authors and institutions,  

  
Advisors in Computing Sciences and Humanities Computing strongly recommend to use 
precedent open source templates such as D3 (https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki/Gallery) to code the 
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DTSC widgets designs. For instance, the tool “Wikistalker” which explores semantic relevance in  
given texts (http://sepans.com/wikistalker) could be the base for coding the Homology widget, 
and the D3 tool “Wordcloud” could be used to code the wordcloud of authors contained in the 
home page. Maps (https://vida.io/gists/TWNbJrHvRcR3DeAZq) and timelines 
(http://github.com/flrs/visavail) included in the widgets can be developed in the same way. Some 
additional text analysis tools may provide extra features for the coding of the widgets too (e,g, 
Voyant: http://voyant-tools.org).  
 Using precedent data visualization tools to code the widgets can save time and resources to 
make a feasible prototype for the timeframe given for the study. 
 
3.6 Summary of anticipated outcomes and benefits of using the DTSC information components:  
The DTSC interface system will allow designers to quickly identify species, and facilitate and 
enhance their biomimetic research with scientific literacy. Scientists and other users in the 
general public will find the accessibility to the information intuitive and easy to use and share in 
educational and scholar environments. The diverse components of the main interface have 
singular roles while contributing to the whole process of obtaining a rich prospect of 
information. 
 
a) Scientific name, common name, and silhouette of selected species: 
This indexed component is the key entry point to the core of DTSC taxonomic information, and 
leads to further findings in the widgets.  
 
b) Photograph and video minigallery: 
Providing images will make the scientific information more clear and appealing for non-
scientific audiences. DTSC can grow an extensive gallery of images and videos overtime. This 
collection of imagery can conform the first comprehensive visual collection focused on structural 
colour, which in turns can be beneficial for the scientific community as references. 
 
c) StrC mechanism: 
The clear identification of the three main structural colour mechanisms –Interference, Scattering, 
Diffraction, and their combinations in 1, 2,and 3 dimensional structures is vital to the 
classification of cases presenting structural colour in nature. Scientists emphasize the importance 
of this classification to better communicate the opportunities of applying StrC to a broader 
audience, as well as to consolidate agreement (about the dominance of these mechanisms) among 
the scientific community. Seeking structural colour opportunities based on understanding the 
mechanisms and their physical combinations is key to serious biomimetic work on the topic. The 
DTSC interface includes three letters –I, S, d– representing Interference, Scattering and 
diffraction mechanisms respectively, and three icons representing 1D, 2D and 3D structural 
arrangements to quickly identify individual combinations and help to understand the differences 
between species presenting StrC. 
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d) Tunability: 
One fascinating aspect in some species presenting structural colour is their ability to manage 
changes in coloration (Fudouzi, 2011; Starkey & Vukusic, 2013) and even in opacity (Gur et al. 
2015), factors that we refer to as “tunability.”. This opens an interesting area of exploration for 
applications in signaling and communication with colour. In the DTSC interface, the “+” or “-“ 
symbol next to the mechanisms icon indicates first the capacity of that species to tune its colours, 
and second if that tunability is “active –voluntarily induced” or “passive –as a reflect to external 
stimuli”, in other words, if it is trigged voluntarily or not. 
 
e) Visible hue: 
This component indicates the visible dominant colours observed in the species, and the 
wavelength range of visible light. For designers, understanding colours as visible light adds 
accuracy when colours need to be measured accurately. In future additions, this component could 
include also “translations” into the most common colour systems in graphic industry (e.g. 
CMYK, RGB, HEX, Pantone). 
 
f) Iridescence: 
Iridescence is the most common obstacle that mimicking structural colour faces when colour 
accuracy is needed (Hsiung et al., 2014). Iridescent colours can be visually appealing but not 
practical for accurate implementation, since the nature of iridescence is given by the change in 
coloration depending on the angle of incidence of light beaming on a given surface. This 
limitation makes distinguishing iridescent from non-iridescent colours crucial for biomimetic 
decisions. This component in the DTSC interface indicates this difference. It also measures 
iridescence presence in the species by a factor of luminosity / reflectance on visible hues. 
 
g) Invisible signals:  
In addition to the colours of the visible light spectrum, other invisible signals beyond the 
infrareds and ultraviolet can be present in species and produced by structural colour mechanisms. 
It has been widely studied that Bees and birds may see colours in the ultraviolet range, while 
other animals may “see” temperature in the infrared range. This is another relevant area of 
exploration to implement structural colour not only as a source of visible colour, but also for 
other functions such as heat regulation, sound reduction, wireless communication, etc. The 
component “invisible signals” of the DTSC indicates in what range these signals are located and 
what is the dominant wavelength observed. 
 
h) Presumable functions:  
This is perhaps the most ambitious component in scientific terms, since biological functions such 
as aposematism and crypsis, manifested through structural colour are only speculations in the 
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world of science at this point. Many species have evolved with structural colour to address and 
enhanced basic functions for survival. Through colour (not only structural) they communicate, 
avoid being detected, extend their senses and capabilities to find food, read the environment, 
detect danger, etc, etc. 
Even if they are only speculations,, an indication of what presumable function/s can be 
associated to that species is an asset to include in the DTSC. 
 
i) Geography and Ecosystem 
These two components are associated, since ecosystems respond to the local environment and its 
geography. The benefits of knowing where and in what context one species with structural 
colour has evolved is not a minor detail, and it can trigger design decisions based on seeking 
locally-tuned solutions. The Geography and Ecosystem components of the DTSC provide access 
to such information, combined data collected from scientific literature as well as non-scientific 
sources of maps and cartography. 
 
4. Other Parts/Assignments of this Independent Study 
 
Four other parts delivered as assignments in addition to this rationale will complete this 
independent study: 
 Assignment 2 – A complete design mockup of the DTSC interface and widgets (screen 
sequences simulation, not yet coded) 
 Assignment 3 – Update on Relevant Literature: Biophotonics, Nanophotonics and Science 
of Structural Colour, Information Design, Data Analysis and Data Visualization. This is a brief 
report on additional literature to complete/consolidated previous literature review presented for 
HECOL 571. 
 Assignment 4 – Update on Methodologies: Biomimicry (Life Principles), Precedent-based 
Research, Qualitative-Quantitative surveys, Usability and UX testing, Rich Prospect Browsing, 
Data and Text Analysis, Systematics. This is a brief report that continues previous work from 
HECOL 662 and HECOL 571. 
 Assignment 5 – Final paper or presentation summarizing all the above to be a component 
of further thesis materials. 
 
 
5. Definitions 
 
1D ~ Diffraction Gratings: Structural colour mechanism, consisted of a surface structure, a nano-scale array of 
parallel ridges or slits, similar to a corrugated or regularly textured surface, that disperse white light into its 
constituent angular wavelength/colour components. 
2D ~ Multilayer Reflectors: Structural colour mechanism, consisted of multiple thin films, or multilayer systems of 
comprising pairs of thin films. 
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3D ~ Photonic Crystals: Structural colour mechanism, consisted of three-dimensional crystalline structures 
producing gem-like reflectance. 
Aposematism: the use of a visual signal of conspicuous markings or bright colors by an animal to warn predators. 
Back end: In software, it refers to the data access layer, while the front end is the presentation layer. Both layers 
usually accessed through a visual interface. 
Crypsis: the ability of an animal to avoid observation or detection by other animals. 
Data Analysis: a process of inspecting, cleaning, transforming, and modeling data with the goal of discovering 
useful information, suggesting conclusions, and supporting decision-making. 
Data-mining: interdisciplinary subfield of computer science. It is the computational process of discovering patterns 
in large data sets involving methods at the intersection of artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics, and 
database systems. 
Diffraction [physics]: similar to interference, diffraction is a phenomena arising from self-interaction and 
superposition of waves of light. 
Ecosystem: a biological community of interacting organisms and their physical environment. 
Family [biology]: (plural familiae) is one of the eight major taxonomic ranks; it is classified between order and 
genus. 
Homology: any characteristic of biological organisms that is derived from a common ancestor. 
Hue: a discernible color which is dependent on its dominant wavelength, and independent of intensity or lightness. 
Information Design: subdiscipline of visual communication design, the practice of presenting information in a way 
that fosters efficient and effective understanding of it. 
Interference [physics]: refers to processes where one or more waves of light combine with one another in a 
superposition 
Interface: a boundary across which two ends communicate; a device, a program or a layer of information enabling a 
user to communicate with a computer or artifact, e.g. a computer screen, a browser, a website, an app. 
Iridescence: phenomenon of certain surfaces that appear to change colour as the angle of view or the angle of 
illumination changes. 
Kingdom [biology]: is the second highest taxonomic rank below domain. Kingdoms are divided into smaller groups 
called phyla. 
Metadata: data that describes other data, summarizes basic information about data, which can make finding and 
working with particular instances of data easier. 
Order [biology]: one of the eight major taxonomic ranks used in the classification of organisms, e.g. order 
coleoptera (beetles). 
Phylogeny: evolutionary development and history of a species or higher taxonomic grouping of organisms, usually 
visualized as a branching out tree. 
Phyllum [biology]: one of the eight major taxonomic ranks below kingdom and above class. 
Precedent-based Research: process of the selection of relevant concepts from prior case studies in order to apply 
ideas and conceptual solutions to current case studies. 
Repository [data]: database from which information can be externally accessed, e.g. library systems, public 
archives, etc. 
Rich Prospect Browser: experimental interface, in which the home page displays a visual representation of every 
item in a given collection, combined with tools for manipulating the display. 
Scattering [physics]: refers to a process by which light waves propagation is altered by a foreign particle or group 
of particles. 
Species: a group of living organisms consisting of similar individuals capable of exchanging genes or interbreeding. 
The species is the principal natural taxonomic unit, ranking below a genus. 
Systematics [biology]: study of the diversification of living forms, both past and present, and the relationships 
among living things through time. Relationships are visualized as evolutionary trees (phylogenetic trees, 
phylogenies). 
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Taxa [biology]: a group of one or more populations of an organism or organisms seen by taxonomists to form a unit. 
Taxonomy: the science or technique of classification, usually visualized as multi-hierarchical tables. 
Text Analysis: various processes by which text and natural language documents can be modified so that they can be 
organized and described. 
Usability: Usability is the degree to which something - software, hardware or anything else - is easy to use and a 
good fit for the people who use it. 
UX (User experience): is an approach to product development that incorporates direct user feedback throughout the 
development cycle (human-centered design) in order to reduce costs and create products and tools that meet user 
needs and have a high level of usability (are easy to use). 
Widget [computing]: a small application with limited functionality, usually associated to a main interface or home 
page. A widget has the role of a transient or auxiliary application. 
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